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Partial teleportation of entangled atomic states
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In this paper we propose a scheme for partially teleporting entangled atomic states. By partial teleportation
we mean that teleportation will occur by changing one of the partner of the entangled state to be teleported. Our
scheme can be implemented using only four two-level atoms interacting either resonantly or off-resonantly with
a single cavity-QED. The estimative of losses occurring during this partial teleportation process is accomplished
through the phenomenological operator approach technique.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum teleportation, first suggested by Bennettet al. [1],
is one of the cornerstones of quantum information and com-
putation [2, 3, 4]. The crucial ingredient characterizing this
phenomenon is the transfer of information between noninter-
acting systems at the expense of a quantum channel. This
issue has received great attention since its pioneer proposal,
mainly after its experimental realizations from 1997 onwards
[5, 6, 7]. In the meantime, various proposals have been sug-
gested for implementing teleportation, for instance, telepor-
tation of trapped wave fields inside high-Q microwave cavi-
ties [8], teleportation of running wave fields [9, 10, 11], tele-
portation by particle-hole annihilation in the Fermi sea [14],
teleportation in noninertial frames [15], teleportation of elec-
tronic many-qubit states encoded in the electron spin of quan-
tum dots [16], teleportation of single-mode thermal state of
light field [17], teleportation of a macroscopic atomic ensem-
ble [18], teleportation between nanomechanical modes in an
all solid-state circuit [19], teleportation of trapped field states
inside a single bimodal cavity [20], nonprobabilistic telepor-
tation of a field state via cavity QED [21], and teleportation
of the angular spectrum of a single-photon field [22], among
others.

Since the pioneering work by Bennetet al.[1], several
schemes for teleportation differing from this original proto-
col (OP) have appeared in the literature. Actually, in the ex-
periment of Ref.[6], Boschiet al. explored both the polar-
ization and the state of the photon through two distinct paths
to demonstrate teleportation. Braunstein in Ref. [23] and
Nielsen and Caves in Ref. [24] showed that teleportation is
possible in a reversible manner, and a protocol for its im-
plementation in the optical lattice domain was presented in
Ref.[25] . In Ref. [26], de Almeidaet al. used Greenberger-
Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) states as the nonlocal channel, instead
of the standard Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) states. In
Ref.[27], Karlsson and Bourennane, also using a GHZ chan-
nel, showed how to accomplish teleportation controlled by a
third party. Controlled teleportation involving many agents
were also considered in Ref.[28]. In Ref. [29], Popescu sub-
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stituted the nonlocal channel by the mixed Werner states. En-
tangled mixed states as nonlocal channel was further consid-
ered in Refs.[30], and in Ref. [31], Christian Trumpet al. sub-
stituted the Bell base in the teleportation process by a partially
entangled base. In Ref. [32], Vaidman considered both a spin
state and a system with continuous variable, and presented a
“cross measurement” method to achieve a two-way teleporta-
tion. Later on, Moussa [33] showed how to implement this
“cross measurement” method in the context of QED cavity,
named by him as teleportation withidentity interchangeof
quantum states. In Ref.[34], Zheng refers to the approximated
teleportation without Bell states measurements of the super-
position of zero- and one-photon states from one high−Q cav-
ity to another, with fidelity near99% [35]. In Ref. [11], H. W.
Lee and J. Kim showed how to partially teleport an entangle-
ment of zero and one photon state in the running wave domain.
Also, the term partial teleportation is used in literature to deal
with teleportation of an unknown state with the generation of
its clone [12, 13]. Here we use the term “partial Teleportation”
in the same sense as that in [11].

In this paper we present a scheme for partial teleportation
in the cavity QED domain. Our scheme uses four two-level
atoms interacting either on or off resonantly with a single
mode of a high-Q cavity, Ramsey zones, and selective atomic
state detectors. To simplify the estimative of losses occur-
ring during the partial teleportation process, we used the phe-
nomenological operator approach technique (POA) [36].

II. IDEAL TELEPORTATION PROCESS

We assume atom1 previously entangled with atom2 in the
following state, which is the state we want to teleport

|φ〉
12

= C0 |g〉1 |e〉2 + C1 |e〉1 |g〉2 , (1)

whereC0 andC1 are unknown coefficients obeying|C0|2 +

|C1|2 = 1, and|g〉 (|e〉) is the atomic ground (excited) state.
This state can be prepared, for instance, by the method pre-
sented in Ref. [37], where two two-level atoms interacts si-
multaneously with a single mode of the cavity-field.

The Hamiltonian describing the atom-field interaction, in
the interaction picture, is

HI = ~λ
(

a†σ− + aσ+
)

, (2)
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FIG. 1: Scheme for accomplishment of partial teleportationin cavity
QED.

when the atom-field interaction is resonant, and

HI =
~λ2

δ
a†aσ+σ−, (3)

when the atom-field interaction is off-resonant. This condition
is valid provided thatnλ2 ≪ δ2 +γ2, wheren is the mean
photon number andγ is the damping rate for the cavity-field.
Herea† anda are the creation and annihilation operators for
the cavity field mode,σ+ andσ− are the raising and lowering
operators for the atom,λ is the atom-field coupling constant,
andδ = ω − ω0 is the detuning between the cavity field fre-
quencyω and the atomic frequencyω0.

To compose the nonlocal channel, a third atom, initially
prepared in the excited state|e〉3, interacts resonantly with the
cavity field modeA. Adjusting the atom-field interaction time
to t = π/4λ, the nonlocal channel will be given by

|ψ〉 = 1√
2
(|e〉

3
|0〉A − i |g〉

3
|1〉A) . (4)

The state of the whole system composed by the two-level
atoms and the cavity mode field is

|ψ〉total =
1

2

[∣

∣Ψ+
〉

1A
(C0 |g〉3 |e〉2 + C1 |e〉3 |g〉2)

+
∣

∣Ψ−〉
1A

(C0 |g〉3 |e〉2 − C1 |e〉3 |g〉2)
+

∣

∣Φ+
〉

1A
(C0 |e〉3 |e〉2 − C1 |g〉3 |g〉2)

+
∣

∣Φ−〉
1A

(C0 |e〉3 |e〉2 + C1 |g〉3 |g〉2)
]

, (5)

where, for convenience, we have defined the Bell states
|Ψ±〉

1A and|Φ±〉
1A as

∣

∣Ψ±〉
1A

=
1√
2
(−i |g〉

1
|1〉A ± |e〉

1
|0〉A) , (6)

∣

∣Φ±〉
1A

=
1√
2
(|g〉

1
|0〉A ± i |e〉

1
|1〉A) . (7)

As in the OP, the teleportation is completed after Alice mea-
suring on its particles (cavity mode fieldA and atom1) and
sending her result to Bob, whom will know which unitary op-
eration to accomplish on its particles to recover the entangled
state that Alice wanted to teleport. Note, however, that dif-
ferent from the OP, when comparing the teleported state, re-
sulting from Eq.(5), with the state to be teleported, Eq.(1),
we see that the partner1 was substituted by the particle3.
This explain the “partial teleportation” term used. Next, we
show how Alice must proceed in order to perform the Bell
state measurements.

A. Bell State Measurements

First, the atom1 crosses a Ramsey zoneR, adjusted to pro-
duce the following evolutions|e〉

1
→ 1√

2
(|g〉

1
+ |e〉

1
) and

|g〉
1

→ 1√
2
(|g〉

1
− |e〉

1
). Then, atom1 crosses the cav-

ity interacting off-resonantly with modeA, with the inter-
action time adjusted toχt = π, resulting in the following
evolutions|g〉

1
|0〉A → |g〉

1
|0〉A , |g〉1 |1〉A → |g〉

1
|1〉A ,

|e〉
1
|0〉A → |e〉

1
|0〉A , |e〉1 |1〉A → −|e〉

1
|1〉A. Then, the

atom1 crosses another Ramsey zoneR′ adjusted like the first
R. As a consequence, the states of the Bell bases evolve as

∣

∣Ψ±〉
1A

→ 1√
2
|g〉

1
(−i |1〉A ± |0〉A) , (8)

∣

∣Φ±〉
1A

→ 1√
2
|e〉

1
(|0〉A ± i |1〉A) . (9)

Thus, by selectively detecting the state of the atom1 it
is possible to decide if the joint state was|Ψ±〉

1A or |Φ±〉
1A .

Next, we have to discern the phase(±). This is done by send-
ing another two-level atom4 in the ground state|g〉

4
reso-

nantly with modeA. The Atom |g〉
4
, after interacting reso-

nantly with modeA as indicated by Eq.(2), crossesR result-
ing

∣

∣Ψ±〉
1A

|g〉
4
→

{

|g〉
1
|e〉

4
|0〉A if ( + )

|g〉
1
|g〉

4
|0〉A if ( − )

, (10)

∣

∣Φ±〉
1A

|g〉
4
→

{

|e〉
1
|g〉

4
|0〉A if ( + )

|e〉
1
|e〉

4
|0〉A if ( − )

. (11)

Thus, whenever the atoms1 and4 are measured both in its
ground or excited states the phase is of(−), otherwise, the
phase is(+). The perfect discrimination between the four
states composing the Bell base can be accomplished by Al-
ice through the detection of the atoms1 and 4, separately.
Therefore, Alice sends a sign to Bob, whom accomplishes
an appropriate rotation in the states of the atoms2 and3 to
complete the partial teleportation with100% of fidelity and
success probability, in the ideal case. The unitary operations
required by Bob are summarized in Table1.

BSM |ψ〉32 Unitary operation
˛

˛Ψ
+

¸

1A
C0|g〉3|e〉2 +C1|e〉3|g〉2 I3 ⊗ I2

˛

˛Ψ
−

¸

1A
C0|g〉3|e〉2 −C1|e〉3|g〉2 σ3z ⊗ I2

˛

˛Φ
+

¸

1A
C0|e〉3|e〉2 − C1|g〉3|g〉2 σ3y ⊗ I2

˛

˛Φ
−

¸

1A
C0|e〉3|e〉2 + C1|g〉3|g〉2 σ3x ⊗ I2

TABLE I: The results of the teleportation scheme. BSM denotes the
resulting measurement on atom1 and field modeA. Unitary oper-
ation denotes the required operation by Bob after Alice communi-
cating her results. Theσ3j is the Pauli operatorσj acting on atom
3.
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III. DECAY OF THE FREE ATOMIC EXCITED STATE

A. Phenomenological operator approach (POA)

Here we observe that the coupling of the atomic states to a
surrounding environmentE can be described by the relations
[36]

|g〉|E〉 Ut−→ |g〉T̂0|E〉, (12)

|e〉|E〉 Ut−→ |e〉T̂ †
e |E〉+ |g〉T̂ †

g |E〉, (13)

where |E〉 denotes the initial state of the environment, the
operatorsT̂ , acting on this state, account for the atom-
environment coupling, andUt denotes an unitary operation
mixing the atom to its environment. We will assume the envi-
ronment|E〉 in the vacuum state, which is an excellent approx-
imation for high-Q cavities in the microwave domain [38].
Accordingly, we assume that̂T †

0 = 1, T̂ †
e = f(t) = e−κt1,

T̂ †
g =

∑

j gj(t)b̂
†
j , with

∑

j |gj(t)|2 = 1 − e−2κt, κ denot-
ing the spontaneous decay rate of the atomic excited state,
1 is the identity operator,b†j is the creation operator, hav-
ing a corresponding annihilation operatorbj, of the jth os-
cillator mode of the environment, andt is the time elapsing
after the atom suffering a given excitation. With these as-
sumptions, it is straightforward to verify that the superposition
(|g〉+ |e〉) /

√
2 leads to the reduced density operator

ρ =
1

2
{exp(−2κt)|e〉〈e|+ [2− exp(−2κt)] |g〉〈g|

+ exp(−κt) (|e〉〈g|+ |g〉〈e|)} . (14)

Note that the evolution (12) and (13) are consistent with the
well-known result, following from the Weisskopf-Wigner ap-
proximation, that an unstable atomic state decays exponen-
tially. In this case, the phenomenological-operator evolution
leads to the same atomic density operator as the one we obtain
using anab-initio master equation approach. Moreover, due
to recent advances in high-Q cavities [40], we will neglect the
damping time of the modeA.

B. Decay of the teleported state

To simplify our estimative of the losses, we assume the
whole state starting to decay after the preparation of the quan-
tum channel. In the first step, the phenomenological oper-
ators used to introduce damping effects, Eqs.(12) and (13),
are applied to the whole system until the timet. Then, for
each excitement suffered by the atoms during the teleporta-
tion process, a new phenomenological operator is included,
which modify the decay probability of the atomic states, and
as a consequence, the fidelity of the whole teleportation pro-
cess. Summarizing the applications of the phenomenological
operators from the beginning,i.e.,since the preparation of the
quantum channel, until the end of our teleportation protocol,
which occurs at the instant that the fourth atom is detected,we

have to apply them soon afteri) the atom1 crossing the first
Ramsey zone (t1); ii) the atom1 crossing the second Ram-
sey zone (t2); iii) the atom4 interacting resonantly with the
mode field cavity (t3); iv) the atom4 crossing the Ramsey
zone (t4). After the inclusion of the decay via POA, the state
of the whole system by the time the teleportation is concluded
becomes a mixture, being represented by a reduced operator
density when the reservoir is traced out. In our estimative,
we take the case of the teleported state in Bob hands when
Alice measures the Bell state|Ψ+〉

1A (|g〉
1
|e〉

4
). The corre-

sponding fidelity is shown in Fig. 1. Note that at the time
the teleportation is completed (t4) the fidelity rounds1, indi-
cating that we can safely neglect losses occurring during the
teleportation process. In fact, takingt1 = 2µs, as reported in
[41], we will havet2 ≃ 5 × 10−4s + 2µs + t1, which is the
necessary time for the atom1 to interact dispersively with the
cavity field and to cross the Ramsey zone,t3 = 10−4s + t2,
which is the necessary time for the atom-field resonant inter-
action, andt4 = 2µs + t3 ≃ 6, 06 × 10−4s, which is much
shorter than the atomic decayκ−1 ∼= 10−2s, being the fidelity
at this time0.99 as can be seen from Fig.1. However, as the
time goes on, the decay becomes faster and the fidelity is re-
duced to2/3, corresponding to the no-cloning limit [42], at
the instanttf = 5, 78 × 10−3s. Therefore, the effective time
during which the teleported state is at our disposal for further
operations istf − t4 = 5, 17× 10−3s.

FIG. 2: Decay effects of the teleported state. In (a) we see the behav-
ior of the fidelity and its dependence with both the life-timeof the
atomic state and the value of the coefficients of the state to be tele-
ported. In (b) we see the behavior of the fidelity for the fixed values
of the coefficientsC0 = C1 = 1/

√
2.
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IV. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSION

Since the teleportation protocol by Bennettet al.[1],
several other proposals have appeared, modifying slightlyor
substantially the original protocol. In this paper we have ex-
plored a kind of teleportation named bypartial teleportation
[11]. In our scheme, Alice has an atomic state to be teleported,
given by an entanglement of the particles1 and2, and shares
with Bob a nonlocal channel, composed by the joint state of
the particlesA (a single mode of a high Q cavity) and3 (an-
other atom). Performing a Bell measurement on the states of
particleA and1, and informing Bob her result, the following
interesting result emerges, after the usual rotation performed

by Bob: particle3 takes exactly the role of particle1 in the
entanglement addressed to Alice, but in Bob location. As the
entanglement between the particles1 and2 is broken and a
new entanglement between the particles3 and2 is created in
a different place, this characterizes a partial teleportation. To
estimate the losses occurring during and after the teleportation
process, we have used the method of the phenomenological
operator approach (POA) introduced in Ref.[36]. Through the
POA, we showed an estimative indicating a high fidelity by
the time the teleportation is completed and the precise time
that the fidelity achieve the no-cloning limit of2/3.

We thanks CNPq and CAPES, Brazilian Agency, and
PROPE/UCG, for support this work.
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